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I want to give you some fast facts about Tasmania.
Tasmania is the only place in the southern hemisphere that exports Fuji apples to
Japan. You can buy them in Tokyo for $A250 each. It is the only place that
exports tulips to Amsterdam and recently won the Amsterdam Tulip Prize. Ninety
five per cent of the island’s energy is fully renewable. Until about five years ago,
Tasmania provided about 85 per cent of all of Australia’s renewable energy. We
have the cleanest air on the planet. At Cape Grim Weather Station they measure
the particles of pollution per billion of air. It is the cleanest air on the planet.
We produce, at Incat, 75 per cent of the world’s fast ferries. They come out of a
factory in Hobart just down the river from MONA (the Museum of Old and New
Art). Tasmania produces 100 per cent of the saffron grown in the southern
hemisphere. There are more PhDs, per capita, living in Hobart than any other city
in Australia. More people, per capita, put ‘artist’ on their tax return in Hobart than
any other city in Australia.
Four per cent of Australia’s rainfall falls on two per cent of its land mass; that is
Tasmania. It is mostly on the west coast, with Hobart the driest capital in
Australia. It is the most protected land mass on the planet, for its size, with 42 per
cent of its land in world heritage or national park. It also produces some 80 per
cent of Australia’s single malt whiskey and some 90 per cent of all of Australia’s
boutique gin. The godfather of whiskey in Australia, Bill Lark, is now employed by
the Scots to teach them how to build stills and make whiskey. Boags Premium
beer has won the world beer lager award for two years running. Personally, as a
southerner, I think that Cascade is a much better beer. Now there are around 52
craft beer labels coming out of Tasmania.
I relate all these facts partly because I like to boast about Tasmania, because I
am passionate about the place. These are all facts that I used as Premier of
Tasmania, long before MONA arrived. Has Tasmania really changed or has our
perception of Tasmania changed because of this random lightning bolt of
weirdness that is MONA?
I think there is a perception thing going on here, but there is also a lot of other
things. I am going to try to give you some insights into what I think are the
replicable parts of what is going on. You can’t replicate the same things. However
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there are many things in what has been going on in Tasmania over the past 20 to
30 years that you can replicate or get some insight into and learn from. This
applies particularly to regions and mid cities, or second cities like this one.
The first insight comes from Malcolm Gladwell. If you haven’t read his book The
Tipping Point, it is about that magic moment when an idea or trend in social
behaviour crosses the threshold. That is what Tasmania has done over the last
20 years. What Gladwell argues is that to have a tipping point you have to have
three types of people, although I think you can replicate this in three types of
institutions. He says that the Maven is the knowledge holder and maybe that is
your HRF (Hunter Research Foundation Centre). The knowledge holder has the
data and the answers, they hold the knowledge. The Salesman (he calls it) is the
face to the world, who will go out and tell people the message you are trying to
impart. Then there is the Networker or connector.
I read that book 20 years ago but I look at Tasmania a bit like this. MONA is
clearly the salesman. New York Times front page articles do not come without an
extraordinary sales person.
Next is the Salamanca Arts Centre. Anyone who has been to Salamanca know
these are spectacular sandstone buildings. In 1977, they were going to be
knocked down. I have seen the plans. Knock all that convict stained sandstone
over and build high-rises there. Wouldn’t that be magnificent on the Hobart
waterfront? Instead, Premier Bill Neilsen got together with the David Walsh of his
day, Claudio Alcorso, who was also behind the establishment of Moorilla Estate
Winery. The State Government gifted the buildings to the arts community to
create Salamanca Markets and Art Centre. To me, Salamanca Arts Centre is the
networker. It incubates, connects, brings artists and cultural people together. It
drives opportunities, for art from the Art School, for commercial return on art.
Then there is the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, which I think of as the
Maven.
Think about Gladwell’s Tipping Point theory and how that connects to you today
and in the workshop later. Think about what are your maven, your salesperson
and your networker. If they are individuals or institutions, or multiple things, how
are we going to back them to do the things we want to do?
When MONA came along, we invested almost nothing. In fact, MONA would not
have worked if it had relied upon Government money. However, we invested
money in the Salamanca Markets and Arts Centre and in the Tasmanian Museum
and Art Gallery. I believed that, if we could balance that out, we would end up
with something much bigger than the sum of its parts.
The second thing Gladwell says – and he talks about this in terms of maven,
salesman, networker – is that there are central people out there capable of
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starting off events. All you have to do is find them. Brian Ritchie is bass player
from 80s post-pop punk band out of Milwaukee Violent Femmes. I went to two
Violent Femmes concerts in the 90s and it changed my life. About 20 years after
that, Brian Ritchie moved to Hobart. He came to me, when I was Premier, and
asked for $500,000. He wanted to create a music festival, two years before
MONA opened, to point the world at MONA.
Brian Ritchie is an extraordinary individual, not because he is a great bass player,
which he is, but because he has a little black book with the details of every
musical artist in the world. He can call them up and say, come to Tasmania
because I’m putting on this extraordinary music festival. Despite the protestations
of the bureaucrats and my advisers who told me, ‘Premier you cannot put money
into a music festival called MONA Foma, shortened to MoFo, with a band called
the F**k Buttons’, we did it anyway.
News Limited’s Mercury was ready to pounce and say what a terrible investment
this was. It turned out that just one of the art exhibitions, part of which involved a
bunch of finches flying around the room and landing on guitars plugged into
Marshall stacks, had a queue to get in to see it that went all along the South end
and up into the city. Suddenly Tasmanians got it and realised there was
something in this. It was only because one individual was able to create that.
This leads to insight number two, which is don’t underestimate your audience.
We are often a bit terrified, particularly in Government. We worry that people
might not like it. Don’t underestimate your audience.

This is an image of Andres Serrano’s work called Piss Christ. When it showed in
Manhattan, the epicentre of cool and art, there were protests. Somebody even
smashed it because it was so offensive. When David Walsh invited me to do a
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story about him, one year before MONA opened, he said, “I own Piss Christ”. I
wondered what was going to happen in Tasmania? We were concerned but
nothing happened. We do tend to underestimate our audience in regions. We
have people who really want to do extraordinary things and will take risks to do
them, if we give them permission.

This is a photo that shows what happens around the winter version of the MoFo
concert. When it launched, they decided they would do a nude swim – at 6am on
Winter Solstice morning, when the water in the Derwent is about 5 or 6 degrees.
The police said, I don’t think we can do that. We thought, no one’s going to do
that. In the first year 500 people entered and it was booked out. They expanded it
to 1,200 and now it is approaching 1,500. Fifteen hundred people show up at a
Hobart beach naked, including the Lord Mayor! It gets photos all over the
international news – on CNN and all sorts of news services around the world.
This is Cloaca, a human
digestive system ‘poo
machine’. If you go to
MONA at 2pm you can
see the machine do its
business. As one of my
kids said, ‘It is the
greatest thing that was
ever invented in the
history of the planet’. Do
not underestimate your
audience.
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The third insight relates to something that I discovered in a book that had an
enormous impact on me, before I became a politician. That is Thomas L.
Friedman’s Lexus and the Olive Tree. He is a right wing New York Times
economist. The book was written in 1999 so it is a bit dated now. In it, he argues
that, for nation states to survive and prosper in a globalised world, they must find
both their Lexus and their olive tree. The Lexus represents all that is new in a
nation or region – innovation-based, technology-based, export-focused face to
the world. The olive tree is the thing that roots regions in their history, what they
believe in and what unifies them as a community. You need to get both right.
Think of Brexit, where they haven’t got the Lexus and the olive tree in balance.
We probably see a bit of that in Trump’s America as well.
Regions must try to get these two things in balance. To do that, a region like this
needs to define those ingredients. What are your Lexus and your olive tree in the
Hunter? In Tasmania, I think of the Incat and the apple tree. Thirty or forty years
ago people thought of Tasmania as the Apple Isle. That is where we are rooted
and that can define what our community is. Incat makes 75 per cent of the world’s
ferries, using high-end, technologically-advanced manufacturing and construction.
That is really where our future lies.
Consider Tetsuya Wakuda, a Michelin-starred restaurant owner from Sydney. We
employed him to be an ambassador for Tasmanian food because he loves
Tasmanian fresh food. Whenever you go to his restaurant, if you can afford to, he
is serving Tasmanian ocean trout and other fresh produce. This is Matthew
Evans, who you may know from the Gourmet Farmer, the program on SBS. He is
a Sydney food critic who made his way south of Hobart to start his own farm. He
decided to live off the chickens, eggs, pigs and other produce that he grew. This
is our food story to the rest of the world. We have the really high-end global, and
the really wonderful, fresh, just-grown, just-picked.
Another example of our Lexus and olive tree. The Glasshouse is one of my
favourite restaurants on the Hobart waterfront. However, between my place and
my in-law’s place, which is in Kettering, there are about 20 road-side honour-box
produce stalls. The Glasshouse is the Lexus but the roadside stalls are the olive
tree, which we value and love, and which make us who we are. I don’t know your
region. I have enjoyed my 24 hours here but it is for you to decide what your
Lexuses and olive trees are. When you can do that, you can tell a really strong
story about the region’s identity.
Three more quick insights to go. The first is to end (or preferably don’t start) the
religious wars.
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This is an image of the Spirit of Tasmania III. Jim Bacon put on a third ferry, after
he had put the first two ferries on the Melbourne to Devonport run. He put a Spirit
coming out of Sydney. It was going to be this great success. At its launch, some
environmental protesters managed to drop this sign over the edge, just as it was
leaving Sydney Harbour. Woodchipping the…Spirit of Tasmania. What did this
say about Tasmania? We were trying to say, we are open for business come and
see us. Here is this outstanding vessel that you can drive onto in Sydney and
drive off in Hobart. What it actually said is, we are in conflict and we have been in
conflict for 40 years over environmental issues. Following that, we initiated a
peace process between the forestry industry and the environmentalists. Sadly, it
worked because the forestry industry was no longer economically viable. I think it
had stopped being viable 30 years ago but had been propped up by successive
governments, as a religious war. You need to find a way to get out of the
trenches.
We have a religious war starting in Tasmania at the moment over farmed salmon.
My fervent hope is that it gets resolved or that we get a sensible dialogue about it
rather than turning it into an entrenched 30 to 40 year religious war. When all of
you mainlanders are suddenly boycotting salmon from Tasmania, then that is all
you hear about Tasmania.
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Authenticity is everything. Meet Ian Hall. He is the highest consumer-rated (on
TripAdvisor, etc.) tourism experience in the whole of Tasmania. It is not MONA,
not Cadbury, Port Arthur or Salamanca. It is Ian Hall, who runs an all-terrain
vehicle (ATV) tour on Henty Dunes, on the west coast of Tasmania. When you do
the tour, he tells you the stories of the region where he is from. He runs the
highest rated tourism experience in Tasmania and he is just a bloke with four
ATVs on some sand dunes. The authenticity is what people want to buy.
Last year I went to the Daintree, outside of Cairns, with my kids. I found it really
frustrating that the tour guide was a Swedish backpacker who had lived in the
Daintree for six months. I don’t begrudge her that work and perhaps the Cairns
industry relies upon itinerate workers. However, it is very different when you go
on the Bruny Island tours and the young tour guide stands up and says, ‘I was
born on Bruny Island, I grew up here and I live here, and I am now working on
Bruny Island’. She tells you her story. This is the sort of authenticity that I want to
see and that creates extraordinary value in visitation. Then there is the
‘Rosehaven effect’ when people decide they want to move there too, fuelling
population growth.
There are also unintended consequences. There are shock and outrage. When
MONA built six 60-foot high upside-down crosses across the waterfront in Hobart.
The people of Hobart really rallied around this idea, for some strange reason. The
community owned it but there are unintended consequences. The Airbnb
phenomenon is killing rentals in Hobart. Everyone who owns a rental property in
Hobart now wants to have it on Airbnb. If you want to rent property the costs are
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off the chart at the moment. You cannot get an affordable room in a property
anywhere in Hobart.
The Lord Mayor, who just got voted out, said ‘tourism is going to kill our city’. He
was being a NIMBY (not in my backyard), which I occasionally do. I have a shack
down on the Tasman Peninsula. On my way there, the best fish and chips in
Australia are served out of this van by a lovely old couple. It is real olive tree sort
of stuff, fresh off their boat, fish that they have caught. I used to be able to rock up
there and say, ‘g’day Davo’, he’d give me the fish and I’d be gone in five minutes
with fresh fish and chips. I now have to wait 45 minutes in a queue because there
are so many tourist. There is this NIMBYism starting. People saying, Tasmania is
great but we don’t really want these people any more. There is always a
backlash.
There is also an interesting backlash in the arts community. MONA is such a
juggernaut that it can sometimes squeeze other things out.

The final insight is that you need constant evolution. What’s next? You would
have heard of the summer fires that have burned through Tasmania. That is an
impact of climate change, I am certain. This image shows the effect the fires had
on Tahune Airwalk, probably the southern-most iconic tourism attraction in
Tasmania.
It is down near Geeveston, where Rosehaven is filmed. The main street of
Geeveston is where the Rosehaven episode the 24-hour Butcher was filmed. This
was somewhere that nobody would have bothered to go and suddenly it was alive
with tourists. The Rosehaven effect we call it.
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Now that the Tahune Airwalk is gone, tourist authorities in the Huon were asking,
‘what are we going to do about this?’ Within three weeks of the fire going through
this area, the Huon community unified, together with MONA, the State
Government and the Tasmanian Government Tourism Council. They have all
agreed and have spoken to Government with one voice. I believe that regions
succeed only when they speak to Government with one voice.
If there are too many voices, people like me decide it is all too hard. I will just
move on to the next region, where I know I can make them happy. Speak with
one voice to the Federal Government. It is coming up to an election so that helps.
The Huon community told them they needed immediate impact, not to wait
around for three years, to rescue the economy of the Huon Valley. They have just
received $2 million and MONA are going to build a temporary, two-year only, art
and light installation in southern Tasmania’s forest. It can be visited in the day
time or during the night. It is a great way to sustain the accommodation and other
operators down there. It is being designed by MONA and will be up and running
within weeks.
The real MONA effect is that it has given people confidence about what we can
do. It has given people an opportunity to say, we can do something really
different. Not build infrastructure but build something overnight that changes the
scene.
Evolution and what is next is really important too. There needs to be a constant
striving to understand what is next. We have had an extraordinary cultural change
in Tasmania. There is a cultural confidence and a contagious view of our own
assets. When you live in a small town like Hobart, it is only when other people
come and tell you that it is really good that we begin to see that. We had that
cringe. That feeling that it couldn’t be any good because it’s from Hobart.
Suddenly everything we do is really good because everyone else is telling us it’s
really good. That has created an extraordinary culture of experimentation that
wasn’t there 10 years ago.
Thank you.
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